No matter how many
presses you have,
everyone needs
an APP
What are customers saying about
the new automatic Processing Press?
REVIEWS FROM
MIDSOUTH
SHOOTERS SUPPLY

My 5 year old approves of the APP
After setting it up I had my 5 year old run 200 rounds of 9mm
and 100 rounds of .40...it was so much fun watching him do it
and was very easy for him to do... — Sean

Sliced bread move over! I love the APP...I decap
and resize 9mm, 40 and 45 acp brass by the bucket with this
press...so much faster than the single stage I used to use.
Buy one, you’ll like it. — Robert
Everyone should have at least
one of these I’ve been looking for something to speed up
decapping my brass after a day at the range and this is it! Put
10 in the tube, one in the “action” and eleven cases are done in
about 9 seconds... — Bruce

Best little press I have ever seen! This
thing is awesome! The most fun I have had sizing bullets
and de-priming brass in years. Setup is quick and easy,
cost is reasonable, and it just works great! — Robert

APP PRESS

$110.00

MSRP
PRODUCT # 90933
DEPRIME, PRIMER POCKET
SWAGE, BULGE BUST OR
SIZE CAST BULLETS AND
CASES AS FAST AS YOU CAN
PULL THE LEVER.

LIMITED
TIME OFFER!
INCLUDES FREE
# 2, 4 & 19 X-PRESS
SHELL HOLDERS

REVIEWS FROM A
MISSOURI, USA
BASED DEALER

Best Press Yet! I just got this press
less than a day ago and I love it...This design is
amazing...Get this press you won’t regret it.
— Bryan, Pennsylvania

Amazing! From tedious
case prep to fun prep. Setup
was easy...Rifle case prep is normally a
pain, but this new APP press makes the
whole thing significantly less painful...
— IntelMerc, Virginia

www.leeprecision.com

Lee Universal Decapping Die
shown, sold separately # 90292
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